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Executive Summary

The movement of more than 1 million refugees across the Mediterranean Sea in 2015 brought long-needed attention to the inadequacy of the global humanitarian system. As the number of refugees and displaced people reached levels not seen since World War II, the need for new approaches became undeniable. The worldwide sense of crisis gave rise to an extraordinary series of international conferences and meetings in 2016, capped by the first United Nations (UN) summit meeting to specifically address the movement of refugees and migrants. These international events produced some practical, concrete outcomes, such as new funding for humanitarian relief, new resettlement places for refugees, and new approaches to development projects that include migrants and refugees. They also promoted broader rethinking of the relationship between development, mobility, and protection. The New York Declaration, the outcome of the UN summit, set out a broad set of commitments on responsibility sharing, protection of refugees, and orderly and safe migration. Turning these commitments into reality presents a major challenge for international cooperation.

I. Introduction

Refugees in the second decade of the 21st century have little to look forward to. Repatriation is a distant dream for most, as the number able to return safely to their homes in 2015 reached the lowest level in more than 30 years. Countries of first asylum, with a few notable exceptions, are reluctant to allow refugees to integrate permanently. And fewer than 2 percent of refugees are selected for a regular resettlement program in a third country where they can make a new home. With these three classic “durable solutions” unable to match the growing needs of displaced populations, the vast majority of refugees remain in countries of first asylum, often for decades, usually living in poverty and insecurity.

Seeing no national or international actors able or willing to remedy their unsatisfactory present conditions, a record number of refugees have taken matters into their own hands in 2015 and 2016, moving from countries of first asylum to Europe or to more prosperous and stable countries in their regions of origin. Often, they move along the same routes and by the same means as other migrants who do not qualify for refugee status, as defined by international and national laws, even as some travel to escape corrupt and dysfunctional government authorities, environmental catastrophes, or grinding poverty. These clandestine journeys, and the suffering and exploitation associated with them, pose extraordinary challenges for the countries and regions receiving refugees without the opportunity to plan for their arrival, and for the transit countries through which they pass. Reception capacities are overwhelmed, costs mount, and the public comes to doubt the competence of authorities as events spin out of control.

If there is a bright spot in this picture, it is that the global refugee crisis has finally started to get the attention it deserves. As Metin Çorabatır notes, “In the summer of 2015, the Syrian refugee crisis became a European humanitarian crisis.” And the attention was not solely focused on Syrian refugees; arrivals also poured into Europe from most of the other top refugee-producing countries, including Afghanistan, Eritrea, Iraq, Somalia, and more. Traveling on the same routes were migrants and asylum seekers from fragile and failing states afflicted by poverty, inequality, violence, and poor governance.

2 The 1.7 percent figure is an optimistic one that assumes states will be able to deliver on the pledges they made at the United Nations (UN) Leaders’ Summit on the Global Refugee Crisis convened by U.S. President Barack Obama on September 20, 2016.
More than 1 million refugees and migrants came to Europe across the Mediterranean in 2015,\(^4\) dwarfing the record set the previous year for unauthorized arrivals. Another roughly 300,000 people came by land from the Balkans or further east. Scale matters. European leaders could no longer turn their backs on the global refugee crisis as it turned up on their doorstep; their concerns were shared by the other Western states that are the primary funders of the international humanitarian protection system. Even though the number of arrivals subsided dramatically in 2016,\(^5\) it has become clear that cracks in the system can no longer be papered over, and that the connection of prolonged displacement to violence, instability, and economic breakdown cannot be denied. It has become inescapably clear that the current system is not fit for the tasks before it: it is providing neither solutions nor adequate protection to refugees, and is even failing in the stop-gap task of basic care and maintenance of displaced populations. A system cannot be called humanitarian if it leaves millions of people trapped in a state of protracted dependency for years if not decades, resulting in a tragic waste of human potential.\(^6\)

Even though the number of arrivals subsided dramatically in 2016, it has become clear that cracks in the system can no longer be papered over.

The scale and the intractable nature of the crisis have generated the will to try new approaches. Policy silos are crumbling—particularly those that isolate humanitarian from development policies, but also the boundaries between domestic integration, national security, and public safety issues. As a result, 2016 has seen an extraordinary series of international conferences and meetings that could have a cumulative impact and change the international system of response to refugee outflows (see Table 1). These international events have reached for practical, concrete outcomes, such as new funding for humanitarian relief as well as pledges for new resettlement places and development projects. This conference cycle has also promoted broader rethinking of the relationship between development, mobility, and protection. While these are broad, ambitious goals that will be challenging to implement, there is some reason for optimism in the medium to long term. First, the international community has a track record of success with past summits on refugee protection (or summit processes, which may involve a series of high-level meetings and follow-up activities).\(^7\) Second, there is a stronger sense of urgency surrounding global humanitarian crises today than at any other time in recent history. This policy brief aims to outline these opportunities, first examining existing interventions that are in place and then exploring the potential of international conferences to elevate—or even transform—these efforts.

---


\(^5\) Ibid.

\(^6\) As Karen Jacobsen and Susan Fratzke point out, citing a study by the Overseas Development Institute (ODI) that examined 91 large-scale refugee crises between 1978 and 2014, less than one in 40 refugee crises have been resolved within three years; 80 percent have lasted ten years or more, and 40 percent have lasted 20 years or more. See Karen Jacobsen and Susan Fratzke, *Building Livelihood Opportunities for Refugee Populations: Lessons from Past Practice* (Washington, DC: Migration Policy Institute, 2016), [www.migrationpolicy.org/research/building-livelihood-opportunities-refugee-populations-lessons-past-practice](http://www.migrationpolicy.org/research/building-livelihood-opportunities-refugee-populations-lessons-past-practice). For the original study, see Nicholas Crawford, John Cosgrave, Simone Haysom, and Nadine Walicki, *Protracted Displacement: Uncertain Paths to Self-Reliance in Exile* (London: Overseas Development Institute, 2015), [www.odi.org/sites/odi.org.uk/files/odi-assets/publications-opinion-files/9851.pdf](http://www.odi.org/sites/odi.org.uk/files/odi-assets/publications-opinion-files/9851.pdf).

\(^7\) See Section III for a description of these past summits.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name, Location, and Date</th>
<th>Organizers</th>
<th>Goals and Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Syria Crisis Conference** (aka “Syria IV”)  
London, February 4 | Co-hosted by the UN Secretary General and the governments of Germany, Kuwait, Norway, and the United Kingdom | **Goals**: Raise new funds to meet immediate needs inside Syria and support neighboring countries; support schooling and job creation for those affected by the crisis; identify long-term funding solutions.  
**Outcomes**: Participating states pledged more than U.S. $11 billion in humanitarian aid, divided between 2016 and the 2017-20 period, and multilateral development banks announced U.S. $40 billion in loans to the affected countries. Support for improved access to employment for refugees and host communities included commitments to greater access to external markets, concessional financing, and job-creation programs. Participants pledged to get 1.7 million refugee children in school by the end of the 2016–17 school year, but without specific funding commitments. |
| **High-Level Meeting on Global Responsibility Sharing through Pathways for Admission of Syrian Refugees**  
Geneva, March 30 | Under aegis of the UN Secretary General and led by the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) | **Goals**: Generate pledges for resettlement or other legal pathways to protection for Syrians (e.g., humanitarian, labor, student, family visas), as well as consideration of other resettlement methods (e.g., private sponsorship). Through a combination of pathways, UNHCR called for 480,000 places to be made available for Syrian refugees over three years.  
**Outcomes**: Representatives of 92 countries added only 6,000 places to the 179,000 previously pledged places for Syrians via resettlement and other forms of legal admission. |
| **Forum on New Approaches to Protracted Forced Displacement**  
Winston, United Kingdom, April 4–6 | World Bank, UNHCR, and the UK Department for International Development (DFID) | **Goals**: To build agreement among key stakeholders on a new approach to protracted displacement and put in place pilot projects to test this approach.  
**Outcomes**: The elaboration of five core principles for the new approach: 1) work through national and local systems, 2) support host communities and build social cohesion, 3) enable economic participation and stimulate growth, 4) provide impactful and innovative financing, and 5) improve the data and evidence base. |
| **World Humanitarian Summit**  
Istanbul, May 23–24 | An initiative of the UN Secretary General managed by the UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA). | **Goals**: To make the global humanitarian system more responsive, robust, efficient, and accountable by addressing financing and humanitarian challenges in the context of armed conflict, epidemics, and natural disasters; refugees/displaced persons were prominent in the agenda.  
**Outcomes**: A “grand bargain” among the 30 major donors and aid agencies to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of humanitarian assistance through flexible, multiyear funding, greater transparency, more use of cash assistance and less burdensome reporting; a “global partnership for preparedness” to help vulnerable countries prepare for climate-related and other disasters; a fund to prioritize education in humanitarian response; and a Charter on Inclusion of Persons with Disabilities in Humanitarian Action. These commitments were nonbinding, however, and many observers found the summit too broad to be convincing. |
Table 1. Major International Humanitarian Events in 2016 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Year &amp; Location</th>
<th>Goals</th>
<th>Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High-Level Plenary Meeting on Addressing Large Movements of Refugees &amp; Migrants</td>
<td>New York, September 19</td>
<td>A new “global agreement” on responsibility sharing in the context of refugees and vulnerable migrants.</td>
<td>The New York Declaration, adopted at the summit, included sweeping commitments to strengthen international cooperation on refugee and migration policies. The discussion of specifics was postponed, however, to 2018. The only concrete outcome of the summit was the decision by the General Assembly to bring the International Organization for Migration (IOM) into the UN system as a “related agency.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaders’ Summit on the Global Refugee Crisis</td>
<td>New York, September 20</td>
<td>To secure new commitments and sustained support for UN humanitarian appeals; expand resettlement opportunities; and increase opportunities for refugee self-reliance, including through access to education and legal employment.</td>
<td>The 52 countries and international organizations that attended made commitments to increase 2016 humanitarian contributions by U.S. $4.5 billion over the amount for 2015, nearly double refugee admissions through resettlement or other channels, and improve access to education and legal work. A platform for concessional finance to refugee-hosting countries and a mechanism to give financial and technical assistance to countries interested in initiating or expanding refugee resettlement were also announced. However, because commitments made earlier in the year were counted toward these totals, it is unclear what proportion of those announced at the summit were new.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


II. Existing Interventions

Even before the 2016 conference cycle got underway, new approaches were being tested to compensate for the inadequacies of traditional approaches. These nascent efforts focused on ways to bridge the long-standing divide between development and humanitarian programs, to incorporate mobility as a means of humanitarian response, and to open more labor-market opportunities to refugees.

A. Development Interventions and Humanitarian Response

One common thread that runs through most international debate of new approaches, including at the high-profile events of 2016, is the intention to build synergies between development and humanitarian policies. Most of these discussions focus on creating development opportunities in countries of first asylum in refugees’ regions of origin. Diplomatic pressure and financial incentives are used to create partnerships in hosting countries such as Ethiopia and Jordan to allow refugees to enter local labor
markets and improve their living conditions, thus reducing their dependency on international assistance; Cameroon and Turkey have followed this path independently. It is hoped that countries of first asylum might be more willing to integrate refugees once they have proved their ability to contribute to the local economy as well as their own subsistence. At the same time, it is hoped that if refugees have access to such opportunities in first-asylum countries, they might be more willing to stay rather than risk the dangers of onward movement.

As Karen Jacobsen and Susan Fratzke point out, there are two ways to incorporate refugees into the labor market. A supply-side strategy boosts refugees’ employability (through education, language training, and vocational training, for example) and fosters entrepreneurship. By comparison, a demand-side approach attempts to help refugees, even those without formal educational or professional qualifications, respond to existing labor market openings. Turkey, for example, is said to have a shortage of shepherds as well as other forms of agricultural labor—vacancies that can be filled by newcomers. Access to education is uneven and inadequate for most refugees, even at the primary school level—much less the secondary, tertiary, and vocational levels that would equip refugees for medium- or high-skilled jobs. A major campaign for refugee education could spur an important level of investment in the human capital of refugees and ease their transition to work in new labor markets.

But it must be recognized that the absorptive capacity of many countries of first asylum is limited. In a country such as Lebanon, where one in every four residents is a Syrian refugee, the strains are felt not only in terms of the size of the economy, but politically, as the delicate power balance among religious communities is threatened by the inflow of mostly Shi’a refugees. And although refugees may actually represent an economic stimulus, as new consumers and potentially as entrepreneurial employers of other refugees or members of the host community, they also exert pressure on housing, infrastructure, natural resources, and social services. Recognizing this, donor assistance programs in Jordan and Lebanon focus on improving the availability of resources and services for local residents as well as refugees. A different approach has been taken in Turkey, where financial assistance from the European Union is being used to provide direct subsidies to refugees, thereby reducing poverty and making it possible for the refugees to stimulate local economies.

B. Incorporating Mobility into Humanitarian Response

The constraints that limit the ability and willingness of countries of first asylum to integrate refugees, even with donor assistance, push the international debate to consider an even more ambitious range of solutions: that is, to incorporate not only development strategies but also mobility strategies into humanitarian response. UNHCR noted in its *State of the World’s Refugees* report in 2012 that “the durable solutions framework does not currently take account of refugee mobility, and international actors have approached solutions for refugees with a sedentary bias.”

The only part of conventional humanitarian response that centers on mobility is resettlement, but the scale of regular resettlement programs is inadequate to significantly transform most refugee situations. Fewer than 200,000 places are available for resettlement in most years, and although pledges of up to 360,000 were made in 2016, worldwide there are more than 21 million refugees. While an expansion

---

8 Jacobsen and Fratzke, *Building Livelihood Opportunities*.
9 Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC), Standing Committee for Economic and Commercial Cooperation (COMCEC), “Turkey,” in *A Study on Forced Migration in OIC Member Countries: The Policy Framework Adopted by Host Countries* (unpublished report prepared by the Migration Policy Institute on behalf of the COMCEC Coordinating Office for the 8th meeting of the COMCEC Poverty Alleviation Working Group, forthcoming).
11 In a few cases, refugee situations have been brought to an end by resettling almost all members of a persecuted group—Bhutanese refugees in Nepal, for example, or the hill tribe refugees from Myanmar in Thailand. This strategy only works for refugee populations that are limited in number and not likely to expand significantly.
of resettlement was one outcome of the conferences of 2016, the scale of the increase was not enough to make a game-changing difference in the overall picture of available solutions. Much larger increases are not unprecedented: in the aftermath of the Vietnam War, more than 1 million refugees were resettled from countries of first asylum and, later, directly from Vietnam. However, with rising concerns about national security and public safety in the West, the approach taken to the crisis in Indochina seems unlikely to be repeated for Syria. It is particularly hard to imagine European countries that are already receiving large numbers of spontaneous asylum seekers expanding their resettlement programs substantially. Despite increases in the number of places offered by traditional countries of resettlement (Australia, Canada, and the United States), which provide more than 90 percent of all resettlement places, most planned additions are modest compared to the need. However, if governments take steps to limit sharply the spontaneous arrival of asylum seekers, they might then have the capacity and political will to expand planned resettlement.

Allowing reunification with members of the extended family increases the pool of eligible refugees considerably.

The limited scope of resettlement has led to a search for alternative channels of mobility for refugees, including through access to labor migration programs, study abroad, and extended-family reunification. The last of these have been used quietly and effectively, although for limited periods, by several countries—notably Ireland, Germany, and Switzerland. Most family unification channels for refugees can be used only for immediate relatives, typically spouses and minor children. The German system of private sponsorship at the Länder level, for example, required a family connection. Allowing reunification with members of the extended family increases the pool of eligible refugees considerably.

Several scholarship programs for refugee students have also been created, but their capacity is typically very small. For a time, Canada permitted universities to act as private sponsors of refugees; it is worth exploring the lessons of this program, for either potential revival or replication in other countries. Access to education is a key motivation for refugees to move on from countries of first asylum to a place where they can envision a better future for the next generation.

C. Use of Labor Migration Channels for Humanitarian Response

The greatest potential for expanded refugee mobility lies in labor migration opportunities. However, considerable barriers remain: many refugees do not have travel documents, have no access to consulates where they might apply for a work visa, cannot afford the processing fees, or simply lack information about job opportunities in other countries. Access to temporary work abroad is also constrained by the need to have a country to which one can be guaranteed readmission, which can complicate or even block refugees from leaving countries of first asylum to work elsewhere. Refugees who travel on a temporary contract risk being returned, when the contract ends, to the country from which they fled. Mobility must be reconciled with the need for consistent protection if refugees are to use these channels safely.

12 This expansion was led by Canada, which successfully met its pledge of admitting 25,000 Syrian refugees by the end of February 2016. See Government of Canada, “#WelcomeRefugees: The First 25,000,” updated May 18, 2016, www.cic.gc.ca/english/refugees/welcome/first.asp.


14 For a detailed analysis of ways to overcome both administrative and practical barriers to labor mobility for refugees, see Katy Long and Sarah Rosengaertner, Protection through Mobility: Opening Labor and Study Migration Channels to Refugees (Washington, DC: Migration Policy Institute, 2016), www.migrationpolicy.org/research/protection-through-mobility-opening-labor-and-study-migration-channels-refugees.
Mobility is not only physical and geographical. In a world where much work is done remotely, training and hiring refugees to work via electronic means could be a ticket to upward mobility even if the refugee remains in a country of first asylum. Enlisting the corporate sector to work with refugees in countries of first asylum could overcome some of the travel restrictions refugees face and help them achieve greater self-sufficiency. Such programs may even help host countries fill labor market gaps with needed skills. That was certainly the case in pre-war Syria, when a training institution for Palestinian refugees supplied technicians for Syrian hospitals, labs, and businesses. Of course, host-country sensibilities should be taken into account in implementing any such plans; offering programs that serve both refugee and host-country national can help avoid the impression that refugees are getting privileged access to opportunities not available to locals.

The increasing physical mobility for refugees puts a premium on documentation. This begins with the registration process, which needs to be greatly improved, standardized, and fully digitalized. Collecting detailed information about refugees at registration would simplify many downstream processes such as applying for a visa. Individual records should include both biometric and biographical data, as well as a record of the refugee’s education, language, skills, work experience, professional or trades accreditation, family composition, and family ties abroad. This record could be the basis for issuing identity cards and matching skills with potential employers. Meticulous documentation would also be helpful for security screening and fraud prevention. Every refugee has a right to a documented identity—but only one.

Increasing opportunities for mobility would help compensate for the radically unequal distribution of refugees around the world. Eighty-six percent of refugees live in low- and middle-income countries. The need to cross an international border to claim asylum and the subsequent lack of opportunities for onward movement from first-asylum countries result in refugees being distributed mostly according to accidents of geography. Territorial asylum as a way of assigning responsibility for refugee protection has perverse, unintended consequences; it puts secondary movement in the hands of organized crime, concentrates the burden of protection on front-line states, and exposes refugees who move onwards to the dangers of clandestine travel. The task in the coming years must be to build better ways for refugees to reach places of safety and opportunity in an orderly manner, as well as ways for them to participate in building and using their human capital in the most productive manner possible. The September 19, 2016 UN summit outcome endorsed such opportunities, but specific commitments are few. A broadly agreed upon approach is not likely to emerge before 2018 at the earliest, when the “global compacts” on refugees and migration are to be reviewed and, perhaps, adopted.

The countries that receive refugees have a vital interest in and obligation to invest seriously in integration. The most effective engines of integration are not necessarily government programs, essential though they are. Refugees integrate most successfully when there is a compact between government and civil society to foster social inclusion and create ties between refugees and the people and institutions of their new communities. When those ties are lacking, fear and antagonism can grow. When they are strong, refugees can contribute to the creation of vibrant communities.

### III. The Role of International Cooperation

The year 2015 was marked in Europe by a series of emergency summits among EU Member States that were notable for how little change they brought about. Governments made agreements but then could not muster the resources or, in some cases, the will, to implement them. Is there any reason to suppose that the follow-up to the international conference cycle of 2016 will be different?

---

There are at least two reasons for some optimism. One lies in the past: major international conferences on refugees in Southeast Asia in 1979 and 1989, Africa in 1981 and 1984, and Central America in 1989 produced serious commitments that were carried out—commitments for rescue at sea, first asylum, resettlement, direct departures from country of origin, humanitarian assistance, and return without punishment of rejected asylum seekers. Moreover, the African and Central American conferences extended the concept of international protection beyond the definition of the 1951 Refugee Convention, which promises protection only to people with a well-founded fear of persecution on one of five specific grounds. The frameworks that emerged from the African and Central American conferences extended protection to people affected by war, massive human rights violations, and generalized violence. These criteria have been widely, if not formally, incorporated into the humanitarian system. Indeed, most of the 21 million refugees today are displaced by these phenomena rather than individualized persecution.

This is truly a systemic, global crisis that calls for a systemic, global response.

The second reason for optimism is the pervasiveness of a sense of humanitarian crisis. Although the crises in Europe and the Middle East get the most headlines, governments in Africa, Southeast Asia, and North and Central America have also been dealing with large flows of refugees and asylum seekers over the last two years. This has led in many corners to the realization that this is truly a systemic, global crisis that calls for a systemic, global response.

Both specific commitments and broader issues of coverage and institutional responsibility were on the agendas of the 2016 conferences. Some focused on specific issues, such as funding and resettlement places—the Syria Crisis conference in London was a classic pledging conference for money and placements; the UNHCR high-level meeting in March focused on Syria but expanded the framework of mobility beyond resettlement to elicit commitments for access to labor, student, and family reunification channels. The April forum on new approaches to forced displacement introduced some pilot projects that illustrate the possibilities of innovative policies to allow displaced people to contribute to economic growth. Of the year’s meetings, the World Humanitarian Summit had the broadest agenda: although refugees and other forcibly displaced people were prominent in discussions, other humanitarian issues such as responses to health crises, the impact of climate change, and challenges to international humanitarian law were also discussed.

The UN summit on the large-scale movement of refugees and migrants, held on September 19, was the most ambitious of these efforts, and the culmination of the cycle. It generated a broad global agreement incorporating both new frameworks for humanitarian response and specific, innovative mechanisms to help displaced people achieve greater self-sufficiency, more secure protection, and wider opportunities for mobility. One important area of emphasis was the need to broaden responsibility for responding to these global challenges beyond the narrow group of current donors and front-line states. The need to recognize and respond to the protection needs of migrants who are compelled to leave their homes for a wider set of reasons than those outlined in the 1951 Refugee Convention, or even the frameworks created by the African and Central American conferences of the 1980s, was also acknowledged. Though the New York summit yielded limited concrete outcomes, it set a framework for negotiations on broad global commitments to improving international responses to the needs and rights of both refugees and migrants, to be delivered in the form of two global compacts (one on refugee movements and one on migration) by 2018. Finally, the summit took on the question of institutional capacity for coping with large-scale movements of people at the international level. Its most concrete outcome was to fill a major gap in the United Nations system, which up until the time of the summit did not include an institution responsible

for the movement of people who are not refugees. By bringing the International Organization for Migration (IOM) into the UN system, as the leading agency on international migration, the summit created new and real capacity for multilateral action on mobility issues.

IV. Conclusion

This is a moment of opportunity as well as crisis for international cooperation. The intense array of international meetings in 2016 opened the prospect of finding better ways of responding to people moving because of the huge pressures they face at home from conflict, persecution, corruption, lack of opportunity, or grinding poverty—or a toxic combination of some or all of these. There is progress, at last, on aligning and interweaving development assistance and humanitarian response. Even more innovation and experimentation are needed now to insert mobility more effectively into the policy mix. If the effort is sustained and the ideas it produces implemented, it may succeed in bending the arc of the prevailing narrative about the world’s displaced people, from bearers of needs and risks to bearers of talents, skills, and energies from which all can benefit.

This is a moment of opportunity as well as crisis for international cooperation.
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